INTRODUCTION
The multiparty model is a natural extension of the two-party model. The aim is to compute a given Boolean function on an input. In the two-party communication model, the input is distributed between two parties, which are connected by a communication link. The communication complexity is the total amount of communication on the link needed to compute the function. Naturally, the goal is to compute the function minimizing the communication complexity.
In the multiparty model the input is distributed among n parties. It is assumed that there is a coördinator that is allowed to communicate to each party, but the parties are not allowed to communicate directly with each other. The communication complexity is the total amount of communication on all links. The goal is the same: to compute a function on the whole input minimizing the communication complexity.
For the restricted one-way model, where only one communication is allowed for each direction on each link, the following results for one-way nondeterministic and one-way deterministic communication complexity were established in [6] : ncd(/) = ncc(/), cci(/) < cc(/) • 2 For all these bounds it is shown that they are optimal.
The main result of this paper is the construction of several very hard functions. Recall that a function ƒ is a very hard function if ƒ and its complement 1 -ƒ have the worst nondeterministic communication complexity. Of course, in the deterministic case the communication complexities of a function ƒ and its complement 1 -ƒ are equaL In the nondeterministic case there could be even an exponential différence between the communication complexities of ƒ and 1 -ƒ, cf. [6] . In [7] it has been shown that almost all functions are very hard, while finding a particular very hard function was proposed as an open problem.
Note that a similar problem appears in the theory of circuit size complexity. It is well-known fact that almost all Boolean functions of n variables require £7(2 n /n) combinatorial circuit complexity, cf [12] and [11] . Here, the combinatorial circuit complexity of a Boolean function ƒ is the minimal number of gates needed to realize the function ƒ, where gates are any of all 16 binary opérations. On other hand, the highest known lower bound of combinatorial circuit complexity of a concrete function is only 3n, cf. [2] .
We also prove that combining two very hard functions by the Boolean opération xor results in a new very hard function. This resuit extends a similar result from [6] that claims that the Boolean opération and preserves the hard functions and the result from [7] that claims that the deterministic communication complexity adds up when combining two functions by xor.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we define the multiparty model, the nondeterministic protocols and the communication complexity. We start with an informai définition of the model.
The multiparty model consists of a coördinator and n parties. The coördi-nator wishes to evaluate a Boolean function ƒ (xi,... ,x n ). The input vector % = {xi,-.-<>Xn) is distributed among n parties, with Xi G {0, l} m known to the party i. We allow a communication only between the coördinator and any party. Instead of saying "the communication between the coördinator and party z" we often say "the communication on link i n . The computation consists of several phases, where one phase is as follows: The coördinator sends some nonempty messages to some parties and then, each party that got a message, sends a nonempty message back to the coördinator. After the computation the coördinator announces the result: ï if accepted or Ö if rejected. In the nondeterministic case we accept an input, if there exists an accepting computation for this input.
Next, we give formai définitions of the nondeterministic protocol. We will use the notation from [8] . Let À be the empty string. In the following we identify a relation 3> Ç A x B with the function <£ : A -> 2 B defined as follows: for every a e A, ${a) = {b | (a,6) e #}. Let us give an intuitive explanation of the symbols used in the above définition. 0,1 represent bits sent through the communication links and $ is a virtual end mark of messages. Virtual means that the symbol is not send neither by the coördinator, nor by any party. The properties (i)-(iii) ensure that any such virtual end mark is not necessary. In fact, the use of such a mark during the communication can lead to very nonintuitive properties of the model: consider, for example, a node which sends k empty messages, and in this way the receiver obtains an arbitrary large information, the number fc, without increasing the communication complexity. Symbols Ö, ï represent the resuit value of a computation.
The relation $c maps a temporary state of a communication on all links to the one of the result values or to an n-ary séquences of messages sent from the coördinator to the each party. The empty message means that the coördinator does not communicate with the party. The relation <P P maps the number i of a party, the input of the party i and a temporary state of the communication on the link üoa nonempty message sent from the party i back to the coördinator. Since we consider nondeterministic protocols, these maps could be ambiguous.
We proceed with the définition of the computation. We dénote the set of all computations on an input x (all computations) by comp(P, x) (by comp(P)). We say that a computation c is accepting, if ï G 3>c(c)-P is called an r-round nondeterministic protocol if every computation of P has at most r rounds.
We say that P computes 1 for an input vector x, ie., P(x) = 1, if there exists an accepting computation c of P on x, otherwise P computes 0, ie., P(x) = 0. We say that P computes the Boolean function ƒ with the input variables X, if for each x e [{0, l} m ] n we have f(x) = P(x). Now, we illustrate the above définitions with the following example. Example 1.3. Consider the function ƒ defmed by
We construct a nondeterministic protocol P = ($CI$P) computing this function: Informally we can describe the protocol P as follows: the coördinator guesses for which i ^ j the equality Xi = Xj holds. It also guesses the first bit of Xi = Xj and sends it to the parties i and j. It does not communicate with the other parties at all. The party i (the party j) checks if the coördinator guessed the first bit of Xi (of Xj) correctly and in such case sends back the rest of the input Xi (of the input Xj ). Finally, the coördinator checks if the rest of xi equals to the rest of Xj. Only in such case it ends with ï. Clearly, this protocol computes the function ƒ.
Consider an input vector x = [x\,..., x n ) such that xi = x 2 = ai ... a m / x 3 and a\ = x\. Then
is an accepting computation of P on x. Indeed, we have r\ = r 2 -1, r<$ = ----r n = 0 and the séquence of states of the computation is: is not any accepting computation. Obviously, each computation uses exactly 1 round, so P is a 1-round protocol.
Now we look at some simple properties of computations. Conditions (i)-(iii) ensure that the set of all computations comp(P) has the self-delimiting property: 
THE FONDAMENTAL TOOL
In this section we correct Theorem 1 and its proof frorn [6] . The mistake in [6] occurs actually in Lemma 1. Here is the correct version of Lemma 1. and Xir^i 1^1 -P\ l°g ~ are claimed, and the later one is used in the proof of Theorem 1 in [6] . However, the following séquence of binary strings 00, 00,00, 01,1,1,1 shows that neither of these is true. Indeed, we have Y^=i 1^1 = H> P ~ ^ an<^ ŵ e choose q = 3, then plog -== 11,09 and p log -=14.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let q f < q be the maximal number of occurrences of a string in the séquence. For i = 1,..., q f consider sets Qi containing strings which occur in the séquence at least i times. Clearly, Y^ï=i \Qi\ = P-For eacn set Qi there is a corresponding binary tree such that the strings in Qi encodes the paths of the tree. Since no element in the séquence is a proper prefix of another element, all strings end in the leaves of the tree. The trees Qi,..., Q q ' form together the forest G. Let T(G) dénote the total sum of the depths of all leaves of the forest G. Obviously, T(G) = Y^=i 1^1-Now we transform the forest G into a forest G" in two steps:
Step (i). Apply the following procedure as many times as possible. If some node in of the forest has only one son, then we delete the node and replace it by its son. In this way we get a forest containing only binary trees.
Step (ii). Apply the following procedure as many times as possible. Let V\ (v 2 )
be a leaf with the maximal (minimal) depth. If depth(^i) < depth(^2) + 1, then the forest is balanced. Otherwise, we perform the following opération: if v is the father of t»i, then we eut off both sons of v and connect them to V2 • In this way we get the balanced forest G" with depths of leaves either h or ft + 1.
Note that in both steps we preserve the numbers of both leaves and trees, and the depths of leaves can only decrease, thus T{G f ) < T(G). Let a (let b) be the number of leaves in depth h (in depth h + 1). Clearly, a + b = p. It is easy to dérive q f • 2 h+l = 2a + b = p + a, which implies
where the last inequality comes from the inequality log(x + 1) > x for x G (0,1), in which we substitute x --. D
To state the theorem we need another two définitions. 
VERY HARD FUNCTIONS
In this section we give the main result of the paper. We present two methods how to construct a very hard function for any n using a strongly very hard function f(xi,x 2 ) or using very hard function(s) with less than n variables. We also show that the function g(x\ 1 x 2 ) = 1 iff val(xi) < val (#2) is very hard and a simple modification of the function g, denoted below by p'(xi, x 2 ), is strongly very hard. For this purpose we need some more définitions. 
di then the function ƒ is strongly hard. We will say that the function ƒ is strongly very hard when both the function ƒ and its complement 1 -ƒ are strongly hard.
According to Theorem 2.4 it is obvious that any strongly (very) hard function is also a (very) hard function. First, we modify the function g(xx,x 2 ) and prove that the resulting function g / (xi,x 2 ) is strongly very hard. Let Now we show how to construct a very hard function /i(zi,... ,x n ) using a strongly very hard function /(xi,X2) and the opération xor on Boolean strings In order to do so let us define the opération xor on Boolean strings and the xor constructor F® which constructs the function h. We can assume that j G J, since the proof for j € J' is similar. Index 1 is important with respect to Y^ therefore there is x[ such that /(x' 1 ,x 2 ) = 0. Put Since the complementary function 1 -ƒ is also strongly hard and 1 -ft = J, n, 1 -ƒ), the function 1 -ft is hard too. This complètes the proof.
• Theorem 3.5 gives us the method how to construct a very hard function for any n using a strongly very hard function ƒ{x\,x 2 ). Hence, as a conséquence of Theorems 3.2 and 3.5 we have: Proof. Let P be a protocol computing function g\ © g 2 with the communication complexity ncc(#i ® g 2 )-Let Ji = {1,..., rt\} and J 2 = {ni + 1,..., n}. Take an arbitrary x = (x 1; ... ,x ni ) such that ^i(x) = 1. We show that there exists Vx = (x ni + u ...,x n ) such that g 2 (y x ) = 0 andncc(P, (x, y x )/J 2 ) > ncc(l-^2). For the contrary assume that there is an x such that #1(2;) =• 1 and for all y G ^2~1(0) the protocol P needs to communicate on the input (x,y) less then ncc(l -g 2 ) bits on the links in J 2 . Now imagine the following protocol for function 1 -g 2 : the coördinator contains also the virtual parties l,...,ni; it simulâtes protocol P with the input x in the virtual parties. Clearly, since gi(x) = 1 the protocol computes function l -g 2 . The communication complexity of the protocol is equal to the communication complexity of P on the links in J 2 , since the communication between the coördinator and the virtual parties is performed inside the coördina-tor. But this is a contradiction, because by the assumption the protocol computes 1 -g 2 with a smaller communication complexity than ncc(l -g 2 ).
Now we show that there exists XQ such that ncc(P, (xo,y xo )/Ji) ^ ncc (#i)* Assume the contrary. Consider the following protocol for function g±: the coör-dinator contains in addition the virtual parties ni + 1,..., n; in the beginning it générâtes an arbitrary input y G ^1(0) for the virtual parties and then it simulâtes protocol P. Clearly, such protocol computes the function gi. Moreover, for each input x there exists a commutation, when in the beginning the coördi-nator generated the input y x for the virtual parties, and so this computation has the communication complexity less than ncc(#i). Hence. the protocol has the communication complexity less than nccQji), which is again a contradiction.
The existence of x 0 implies the inequality ncc(P) > ncc(P, (x Oy y Xo )) > ncc(#i)+ ncc(l -#2)-By symmetry we have also ncc(P) > ncc(^2) + ncc(l -gi). These two inequalities give the resuit. D
As a conséquence of Theorem 3.8 and Lemma 3.3 we have an another very hard function. I would like to thank Pavol Dur is for many useful discussions.
